
FRIDAY, NOV. 11TH FREE APP
FOR THE VETS.

CLOSED THURSDAY, NOV 24TH

NOVEMBER
VETERAN”S DAY

HAPPY THANKSGIVING

GIFT CARDS
SHOP EARLY AND EARN

EXTRA REWARDS!
BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY PARTIES.

CLOSED SUNDAY
DEC. 25, 2022

CAP.N CLAWED
BECOMES DIRECTOR OF
ROMANCE OFFERING
SWEETHEART
SPECIALS.
RED ENVELOPES
AND PRIZES FOR ALL.

OCTOBERRER
OUR BEST SELLING APPETIZER

GETS A MONTH-LONG
CELLELEELLEBBEEBRAARATION

SHUCKS, IT ONLY MAKES SENSE!

ALLLLLENNENTOWN AREEREAAEEA
ECCECUMENNENICAL
FOOD BANK

ANNUAL FOOD DRIVE
HELP FILL OUR BOAT WITH

NON-PERISHABLES
& YOU WILL BE REWARDED

MONDAYS &
TUESDAYS

MARCH
ROMANCE MONTH

RED ENVELOPE REDEMPTION

SPRING FORWARD SPECIAL
PROMOTIONS

EAT FISH - LIVE LONGER
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FISH AMAZING
OMEGA 3

SHRIMP has an
impressive nutrition

profile. It is quite low
in calories, providing
only 84 calories
in a 3-ounce (85-

gram) serving, and
does not contain any

carbs. Approximately 90%
of the calories in shrimp
come from protein, and
the rest come from fat.

Additionally, the same
serving size provides
more than 20 different
vitamins and minerals,
including 50% of your
daily needs for selenium,
a mineral that may help
reduce inflammation and
promote heart health.

CRAB meat is high
in vitamin B12. Vitamin
B12 helps prevent anemia
and keep our nerve and
blood cells
healthy.
While
some
people
take
supplements
to get enough
of this vitamin, you can
also eat crab: just 2-3
ounces of crab meat
contains an adult’s daily
B12 requirement.

LOBSTER is
a good source of
selenium. Selenium
has demonstrated
qualities that make it a
necessary component
of healthy thyroid
function. It functions
as an antioxidant and
also helps the thyroid
absorb and metabolize
hormones.

Many reputable sources and studies have shown that eating seafood twice
a week (including salmon, rich in amazing omega-3’s) can provide your
body with the following benefits:
h Lower Cholesterol

h Reduced risk for certain types of
cancer

h Improve heart health

h Increased essential nutrients

h Improved brain/eye health

h Immune System boost

h Combats depression

h Prevents Asthma

h Reduces risk of autoimmune
diseases

h Improved sleep quality

h Enhanced fetal growth &
development

h Healthy weight maintenance

MARBLEHEADMOORINGS
OUR MISSION
To provide a great place for our employees to work, enabling them to prepare and serve delicious food in a warm,
friendly and efficient manner. We want to assure you, our guest, of a memorable visit and encourage you to tell
your friends and return often.
OUR ENDEAVOR
Let your light shine among men, that they may see your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven.

Matthew 5:16
OUR GUARANTEE
Your satisfaction is guaranteed or we will make suitable amends.

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 610-258-4301

TTTTTHHHHHTTHTTHTTHTTHEEE UUUSSS DDDEEEEEPPPPPEEPAAARRRTTTTTMMMMMTTMEEEEENNNNNEENEENEENTTT OOOFFF HHHEEEEEAAAAAEEAEEAEEALLLTTTTTHHHHHTTHTTHTTHTTH RRRRREEEEEEERRECCCCCCCEECEECEECEECOOOOOCCOCCOCCOCCOMMMEEEEENNNNNEENEEEE DDDSSS EEEEEAAAAAEEAEEAEEATTTTIIIINNNGGG TTTTTWWWWWTTWTTWTTWTTWOOO SSSEEEEERRRRREEREEREE VVVIIINNNGGGSSS OOOFFF SSSEEEEEAAAAAEEAEEAEEAFFFOOOOOODDD
AAA WWWEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEKKKKKEEK... TTTTTHHHHHTTHTTHTTHTTHEEE AAAVVVEEEEERRRRRRREEREEEERAAAAARRARRARRARRAGGGEEE AAAMMMEEEEERRRRREEREEREERIIICCCCAAAANNN EEEEEAAAAAEEAEEAEEATTTTSSSS LLLLLEEEEELLESSSSSS TTTTTHHHHHTTHTTHTTHTTHAAANNN OOONNNEEE SSSEEEEERRRRREEREEREE VVVIIINNNGGG OOOFFF SSSEEEEEAAAAAEEAEEAEEAFFFOOOOOODDD PPPPEEEEEERRRRREEREEREER
WWWEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEKKKKKEEK... NNNEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEDDDDDEED HHHEEEEELLLLLEELEELEELPPP GGGEEETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTIIIINNNGGG AAANNNOOOTTTTTHHHHHTTHTTHTTHTTHEEEEERRRRREEREEREER WWWEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEKKKKKEE LLLYYY SSSEEEEERRRRREEREEREE VVVIIINNNGGG??? HHHEEEEEAAAAAEEAEEAEEADDD TTTOOO MMMAAARRRBBBLLLLLEEEEEEELLEHHHHHEEHEEEEEAAAAAEEAEEAEEADDD
CCCHHHOOOWWWDDDEEEEERRRRREEREEREER HHHOOOUUUSSSEEEE!!!!
htttttp://health/gov/dirtaryguidlines2015
www.seafoodhealthfacts.org/seafood-nutrition

www.mainelobsternow.com/health-benefits-of-seafood
www.healthline.com/nutrition/11-health-benefits-of-fish


